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BSU student murdered

OPINION
PAGE 3
One of our opinion writers

looks

to see how President Bush

Former U of I student held in Nevada jail in connection with two murders

derives pleasure from his newly

BY DREW MAYES AND
DUSTIN LAPRAY

elected U.S. attorneys.
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The search for the

"(3

,.

next BSU quarterback
goes through

senior

'

Taylor Tharp, but It\'
doesn't

end with the form~r' '

backup.

Find out the words of

wisdom Coach Petersen Is giving
his young quarterbacks

as well

as a preview of the track team's
dual with Idaho State.

ARBITERONLINE.COM
The guys from "Arbiter

Sports

Talk" rap about the NCAA men's
championship
opening

game and MLB's

weekend.

They're

on

location this Friday In the SUB.
,

,

\

WEATHER

FRIDAY
High: 79F / Low 49F

SATURDAY
High: 80F / Low 50F

SUNDAY
High: 71F / Low 47F

ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY
"Dlsturbla"

SPB Movie Night.

Come see a sneak preview
"Dlsturbia"

of

at 7 p.rn. in the

Special Events Center.

Tickets

are free and can be picked up
at the Student

Union Info Desk.

FRIDAY
SPB and Pinnacle Security

will

host "Hands on the Van."
Registration

begins at 10 a.m.,

and is only open to Boise State
students.

During "Hands on

the Van" students

who keep

their hands on the van the
longest will win thousands

of

dollars in prizes. Located on
the Student

Union patio.

SATURDAY
Used Outdoor

Equipment

Authorities reported Wednesday
that a body found in a decorative
pond near Warm Springs Avenue
is that of Boise State University student Bradley Winter Morse.
Morse, 25, was a senior majoring
in computer science.
Ada County authorities recovered Morse's body from the pond
after an Idaho Department of Parks
and Recreation employee found
Morse's body and called police.
The employee followed what police are describing as a "blood trail"
on a sidewalk near the agency's office where he saw two feet sticking
out of the pond and called police.
The pond sits in between the Parks
and Recreation Building and the
Greenbelt, about 100 yards from the
Boise River.
"On behalf of the entire Boise
State University community, Iwant
to express my personal sadness and
sincere condolences to the family
and friends of Boise State student
Bradley Morse," BSU President
Robert Kustra said in an e-mail sent
to BSU students, faculty and staff.
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SHERRIFF

John Joseph Delling
is being held on a $2
million bond in Nevada
aggravated assault.
Moscow police discovered that
Delling had made a call to Boss'
cellular telephone at 12:12 a.m.
Saturday. Moscow Police believed
Boss died between midnight and
12:30 a.m. Saturday.
According to KXLY,a radio station in Sparks, Nev., Moscowpolice,
working with Sprint were able to,
track Delling by his cellular phone
and a global positioning device
(GPS).Police in Sparks were able to

match the vehicle and found a person matching Delling's description
and made the arrest.
Idaho State Police officers are
currently traveling to Washoe
County, Nev.where Delling is being
held for questioning about the homicides. He has a warrant issued by
the Ada County Sherrif's Office on
the charge of grand theft. '
"Its' just weird," Ada County Lt.
Scott Johnson said. "They're both
good kids, both going to school,
both trying to do things with their
lives and it's weird because we don't
have a motive, we don't know why."
According to Kustra, BSU will
offer counseling services to any of
those who may need such aid. The
number to call for counseling services is (208) 426-1601.
"It's a very dark day for us at Boise
State," Kustra said.
Local and state authorities are
asking for the public's assistance
in its investigation of Morse's death
and the possible connection to
Delling. Anyone with information can contact the Ada Countv
Sheriff's Office at (208) 577-3072. .
Morse, Boss and Delling all attended Treasure Valleyhigh schools
between 2000 and 2004.
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President Kustra
celebrates
Boise State's
accomplishments
Compiled

by Arbiter

staff

The March issue of Boise State
President Bob Kustra's monthly letter discussed the university's news
and updates, and celebrated the accomplishments of various organizations on campus.
Kustra said Dean of the College of
Business and Economics Howard L.
Smith was named vice president for
university advancement. According
to Kustra, Smith began his new
duties immediately and will continue to serve as dean' of the
College of.Business and Economics
until May I, when Associate Dean
Diane Schooley-Pettis will take
over.
"As the university was about to
begin a national search to fill this
position, it became clear that
Howard was perfect for the job,"
Kustra said. "1 am confident that
his familiarity with the campus,
commitment to our strategic goals
and thorough understanding of the
corporate and donor community will
assure his success, as well as that of
our upcoming comprehensive campaign."
According to Kustra, private financial support is increasing for
BSU with major pledges to a new
College of Business and Economics
Building. Alumnus Doyle Heaton,
a California businessman in the
home-building industry, pledged
$250,000. Alumnus Allen Dykman,
the owner of a Boise-based
wholesale electrical company and
his wife, Dixie, pledged $100,000
to the project.
"In both cases, Heaton and the
Dykmans said they were motivated
by Micron's donation and the recent
publicity generated by the Bronco
football team. Impressive support
such as this will enable us to build
a state-of-the art Business Building
and help make Boise State's College
of Business and Economics one of
the best in the Northwest," Kustra
said, "Mysincere thanks to [them]."
.In his letter, Kustra congratulated the Talkin' Broncos, Boise
State's intercollegiate speech and
debate team, and the women's basketball team for its "stellar seasons" and the "impressive heights"
the teams reached in their competitions earlier in March.. The
Talkin' Broncos finished second at
the 2007 Pi Kappa Delta National
Forensics Tournament, led by AllAmerica selections Katy Iibben and
Wayne Rysavy.
"Talkin' Broncos' runner-up finish
marks the fifth consecutive time they
have finished in the top five at the biennial national tournament," Kustra
said. "Boise State went into the tournament as the defending national
champion .., At this year's nationals,
BoiseState won 22 individual awards
and advanced three debate teams to
the tournament semifinals."
The women's basketball team
finished as the Western Athletic
Conference's regular season cochampions
and
tournament
champs and qualified for the
NCAAplayoffs.
Coach Gordy Presnell, who gulded Boise State to a 24-9 record, was
named the 2007 Region Seven Coach
ofthe Yearand the WACCoach ofthe
Year.
According to Kustra, Megan
Frary, assistant professor in the
Department ofMaterials Science and
Engineering, received the National
Science Foundation's most prestlgious award for early career faculur
less than two years after receiving
her ,Ph.D. from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Kustra said
Frary will receive $488,457 over five
years as part of the NSF career program, which will SUpportFrary'sma.terials research.
"The program recognlzes out. standing faculty from atrosSthe nation who have
exceptional
ablllty at integrating research arid
teaching, and who are
Iyto .become the aeade*le8ders of.the 21st century ..
"Megan Fflll'Y is but. 0 '
" y .

shown

Rental Sale.
Come and check out the
great deals on the Outdoor
'. Programs

Staff

"Especially for those who knew
Bradley, we recognize that this is a
very difficult time as we begin the
healing process."
Morse was also an employee of
Parks and Recreation. He got off
work at 9:30 p.m. and was killed
shortly after. According, to officials
Morse was shot twice in the head.
Morse's death comes just days
after the murder of University of
Idaho student David Robert Boss.
Boss, 21, was murdered last
Saturday at his apartment home in
Muscuw.
Police officers from Sparks, Nev.
reported that they have booked
former University, of Idaho student
John Ioseph Delling on fugitive
warrants and possession of a stolen vehicle. He is being held on a $2
million bond.
Delling, 21, was arrested in
Sparks, Nev. around 4 p.rn, when
found driving a stolen Nissan sedan, which police said belonged to
Morse.
Both Morse and Boss died of gunshot wounds to the head.
Delling is a suspect in both murders.
He was arrested in 2005 on two
different occasions for stalking and
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rental equipment.

Rafts, kayaks, snowshoes, skis
and camping
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examples of t!te
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purchases.
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THE HEADLINES
WORLD
Terror detainee will serve
nine-months inAustralia
Australian David Hicks pleaded
guilty here Friday to supporting
terrorism in exchange for a ninemonth prison sentence under a plea
deal that forbids him from claiming
he was abused in U.S.custody.
In return, Hicks, 31, will be allowed to leave Guantanamo within
60 days to serve out the sentence in
his native Australia. And he will be
free by New Year's Eve. It was a startling conclusion to the first U.S.warcrimes tribunal since WorldWar II.
"They told us this was one of the
worlds worst terrorists, and he got
the sentence of a drunken driver,"
said Ben Wizner, staff attorney for
the American Civil Liberties Union.
The Bush administration had originally sought life in prison for Hicks.
Eight senior U.S. military' officers
were told they could sentence him
to seven years for providing material support to terrorism, which they
did. But moments after they were
ushered out of the tribunal chambers at 8:15 p.rn., the presiding officer, Marine Col. Ralph Kohlmann,
disclosed that a Pentagon official
had cut the deal.
Under the deal, Hicks agreed not
to talk to reporters for a year, to forever waive any profit from telling
his story, to renounce any claims of
mistreatment or unlawful detention
and to submit voluntarily to U.S.interrogation and testify at future U.S.
trials or international tribunals.
The agreement drew criticism
from civil liberties and human rights
attorneys monitoring the trial. They
were especially critical of the order
forbidding Hicks from protesting
any mistreatment, saying such a
requirement would be unconstitutional in a civilian U.S.court.
"If the United States were not
ashamed of its conduct, it wouldn't
hide behind a gag order," Wizner
said. "The agreement says he wasn't
mistreated. Why aren't we allowed
to judge for ourselves?"

Hicks' Marine defense attorney
had sought a 20-month sentence,
arguing that Hicks should get credit
for his five years and four months in
detention at Guantanamo as a socalled enemy combatant.
"His heart wasn't with al-Qaida,"
said Marine Maj. Dan Mori, Hicks'
attorney. He cast Hicks as a "wannabe" soldier who as a high-school
dropout was rebuffed by a bid to enlist in the Australian army.
Countered Marine Lt. Col. Kevin
Chen ail, the case prosecutor, in
urging the maximum seven years:
"Other confused, lost souls might
follow in his footsteps."
During the morning hearing
where he entered his plea, Hicks admitted to a 35-point narrative that
he'd taken four training courses
with al-Qaida before the Sept. II attacks and that he'd asked bin Laden
why he offered no training manuals, He also admitted to standing
·guar.d with an AK-47 during the
U.S. invasion of Afghanistan, first at
Kandahar Airport and later beside a
Taliban tank. He said hewas engaged
in two hours of combat with U.S.
proxy Northern Alliance troops, but
didn't admit to ever firing a shot. Not
in his final agreement were some of
'the most explosive charges that had
initially been drawn against him:
that he had discussed going on a suicide mission with a senior al-Qaida
leader, that he'd met the so-called
shoe-bomber Richard Reid and that
he fought in the same unit as John
Walker Lindh, an American captured by U.S. forces in Afghanistan
and now serving time in a federal
prison for his actions.

NATIONA,,- .
Lawsuit alleges Microsoft
misled on Windows Vista
A Washlngton woman who
bought a computer in November
2006 marked as "VistaCapable" and
later discovered it's capable of running only the most basic version of
Microsoft's new operating system,

has sued the company for unfair
and deceptive marketing.
Dianne Kelley, represented by
Seattle law firm Gordon Murray
Tilden, filed a lawsuit Thursday, alleging "Microsoft engaged in bait
and switch. _ assuring consumers they were purchasing 'Vista
Capable' machines when, in fact,
. they could obtain only a strippeddown operating system lacking
the functionality and features that
Microsoft advertised as 'Vista."
The suit seeks class-action status.
A Microsoft attorney defended
the marketing practices in an interview Tuesday, noting that the "Vista
Capable" logo was one part of an
"unprecedented effort" by the companyto distribute information about
the operating system's features and
hardware requirements.
"Our goal is to give (customers) as
much information as possible down
to the precise technical specifications that they need" to operate the
various versions of Vista, said Linda
Norman, associate general counsel
in Microsoft's litigation group.
In March 2006, Microsoft began
a program that allowed computer
makers whose machines met certain specifications to label them as
"Vista'Capable," The required specs
included at least 512 megabytes of
meniory and a DirectX 9 graphics processor. But PCs bearing the
"Capable" logo "cannot run, or run
poorly, with Vista Home Premium,
the least expensive version of Vista
that includes Vista's heavily marketed and most popular features,"
Kelley's complaint said.
Microsoft later introduced a
"Premium
Ready" designation
for PCs with enough memory and
graphics processing power to handle the additional features, including the translucent Aero user interface and many of the digital media
applications for photos and DVDs.
Jeffrey Thomas, an attorney at
Gordon Murray Tilden, said the average consumer shopping for a new
PC and seeing a "Vista Capable"
sticker has "a reasonable expectation" of getting."the core experience

that Microsoft has spent quite a lot of
money advertising as the Vista experience,"
Microsoft said consumers running the Basicversion are in fact getting the "core Vista experience" of
increased performance, better security and easier file searching,
Microsoft attorney Norman said
advertising is a visual medium so
it's not surprising the snazzy translucent user interface called Aero
and other visual aspects ofVista are
highlighted. .
"(But) what customers are going
to appreciate on a day-to-day basis is
the underlying architectural changes that have increased the security
and reliability of that experience _
not something that's easy to put up
on an advertising board and catch a
consumer's attention," she said.
The suit was filed in U.S. District
Court in Seattle.

Idaho gas prices jump
Aside from a country drive or a
visit to a city park, the Easter holiday is not a big one for holiday travelers.
And that's good news for motorists in the Gem State, where pump
prices have climbed 40 cents lrlgher
in just the past month, and appear
poised to move even higher, AAA
Idaho reported Tuesday.
Dave Carlson, AAA Idaho public
and government affairs director,
said the markets suggest motorists
could see rising prices for the near
future.
Based on AAA'sDaily Fuel Gauge
Report, Idaho's average price for a
gallon of self-serve regular gasoline
is $2.66, up 41 cents from $2.25 on
March 1. A year ago, Idaho's average price was $2.36.
Carlson said gas prices were already high, especially for this time
of year, reflecting tight inventories,
strong demand and problems with
key refineries. Now, crude oil prices
are also higher - as much as $10 it

barrel - as a result of the standoff which has it own operation for
between Britain and Iran over cap- emergency calls. The new systems
could be installed by the end of
tive British personnel.
June, McMillan said.
"Jittery traders define a nervous
"The contract will upgrade our
petroleum marketplace, where $10
moves in crude prices and 30-cent telephone systems and capabilimoves in gasoline prices are com- ties for better information from the
mon; Carlson said. "A few short public and faster responses," she
explained. .
years ago, that was not the case."
New systems under considerIdaho's average price was higher
than the national average price for a ation are computer-aided with
six-month period from August until backup handsets, and are more
February. At one point last August, modern and more user-friendly for
Idahoans were paying as much as dispatchers.
The county is considering four
40 cents more a gallon than the national average, but by early March vendor bids to provide' the eight to
10 new phone systems that will be
they were paying 20 cents less.
The gap has closed in recent funded through existing customer
91I surcharges.
weeks.
No county funds are involved in
The national average price for
regular grade Easoline is $2.70, the purchase of the new system,
compared to Idaho's $2.66 aver- and customers will not notice any
age. But Idaho's average price is changes other than potentially
quicker response' times, McMillan
well below West Coast neighbors
California, $3.27; Oregon, $2.95, said.
and Washington, $2.91. Tight supCourtesy Idaho Press-Trtbune
plies in those states mean motorists
could face high pump prices for the
remainder of the year.
Coupled with the seasonal drawdown of gasoline inventories that . Stupid Earthlings, your
happens each spring, tensions in
the Mideast will likely mean high laws don't apply to me.
prices will be around for a while,
Police in Trenton, N.)., arrested a
Carlson said. Some analysts are
man for possession' of a controlled
hopeful that, this early seasonal
run-up in prices couldend if inven- dangerous substance and resisting
tories go up and the tensions in the arrest. So the man claimed diplomatic immunity as a member of the
Mideast ease.
Abannaki "lndigeneous nation" that
includes people from Mars, Venus
County eyes new 911 system and "the so-called planet Earth,"

WHAT THE?'

Canyon County dispatchers will
get updated telephone systems later
this year to help provide faster responses to emergency calls.
The Sheriff's Office has requested
the new phone systems out of necessity, Dispatch Manager Mary
McMillan said, because the current system is outmoded and repair
parts arc unavailable.
Once a new service provider has
been chosen, new telephone systems will be installed at all county
dispatch centers, except Nampa,

BOB SCHNEIDER

Money first, wedding later
A woman in Singapore hooked
up with a rather stupid man in an
online chat room, pretended to be
a beautiful actress and promised
to marry him. And, oh yes, she got
him to send her $45,000 before
the wedding could take place. The
woman's' real husband defended
his wife after she was arrested, saying "no sensible man would send so
much money to a woman without
seeing her in person first,"
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OPINI
.The way we seelt ...
Spring has just begun
It's a no-brainer right? Seasonally
speaking spring has sprung.
So what?
So, we've broken spring in' and now
we must settle down, focus our studies and get those grades up and in and'
graduate and bounce into summer.
But there are some things we must
remember as we complete this 200607 school year, things we must clear
up.
The onset of spring brings a rebirth
of thought and insight which may have
frozen over the winter.
In recent weeks this campus has
been a contemptuous mess. We bickered over what exactly we mean this
university to stand for. There is no
right answer. There is no way we will
ever. come to a consensus on our beliefs or our opinions. We have strong
voices on not two sides of these issues concerning race and society, but
. 19,000 sides.
There have been accusations of racial tendencies slung from the right
and left and every point on the line
in between. We ask that you cease attacking each other. Our online forums
have been wrought with anger and
assumptions which cannot be quantified. Do not presume that someone
exists within -a closed mind, just because they have strong opinions. And
DO NOT BE CLOSED-MINDED! Do
not assume that just because you have
always had an opinion, that that is the
right opinion. Let yourselves be open
to dialogue and listen to one another,
or even better, start to actually hear
what your opposition has to say.
This opinion is purposefully vague.
This April Thursday we do not wish to
tackle a specific issue, but rather how
we approach all issues, all topics of de- .
bate on this growing campus. Growth
can be measured in layers of steel and
concrete, but true growth exists within the minds of the populace walking
the paved trails and communal lawns
within and beyond our bounds.
We appeal to your young minds and
foundational beliefs, and ask you to let
them be challenged, to learn and, accept all viewpoints. You need not adhere to others' opinions, but you must
accept that they exist. Realize that
there are people behind those opinions and beliefs, people with hearts
and minds which can be insulted, outraged and sincerely affected by your
actions and statements.
There are great troubles in this world
and the only way to get solutions is to
commit to reasoned discourse.

. Ace up his sleeve:
Alberto Gonzales' nine new attorneys
BY MICHAEL J. MCLASKEY

one he wants to fill the newly vacated positions, without congressional approval.
If he knows what's good for him, he will
Attorney General Alberto Gonzales
appoint only those wi!ling to serve the
has had a rough time lately on president's ultimate pleasure (whatever
Capitol Hill.
that means).
Not only did he have to muscle out
All I'm saying here is that for
nine attorneys who weren't "serving at the attorney general to say that
the pleasure of the president," but he
he serves "at the pleasure of the
also had to explain to a congressional
president" is to insinuate a king-like
committee why there are two conflicting
power to the presidency, as if Gonzales
accounts of the nine dismissals. Initial
is a court jester, parading for the "pleareports said competence was at issue
sure" of the president. If Gonzales issupwith the firings, but other reports told
posed to be an entertainer, I think his
a different tale, one of party allegiance.
specialty is sleight-of-hand. Who else
The most important thing to notice here
could pull off post-Nixon wiretopping
isn't the firings, but what they mean - ev- without causing the impeachment of his
eryone who didn't toe our president's 'ar- commander in chief?
bitrary line got the finger, out the door.
The last thing I want to see out of
Now we usher in a new era of corrup. Bush's presidency is a legacy of monartion for the attorney general's office.- chial power, although his getting his
There is a provision in the new Patriot
way into Iraq will likely make the hisAct that allows Gonzales to appoint anytory books read that way. On the other
Opinion Writer
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The problem is history, not science
BY FREDERICK AREHART
Opinion Writer

"Science" is a discipline of objective
thought that requires "the evidence to
speak for itself." The scientific method
of research requires that an event or
series of actions (such as an experiment)
be based upon actual observation and
be repeatable under controlled conditions. Outcomes are assessed based
upon hypothesis and the result. The
key phrase in the scientific method is
"testable results."
The question of where we came from
tickles our frontal lobes. In the search
for our origins, we would all like to have'
answers free of bias and opinion. We just
want the facts. Science, with its scientific
method, would seem to be a straightforward means of determining facts but un-
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Much of the discord over origins today
is a result of researchers confusing their
artifact interpretations and demonstrable technology with the scientific method. It doesn't matter if you favor neoDarwinism,
punctuated
equilibrium,
special creation or intelligent design; you
are all not working within the scientific
method or the realm of science at all.
You are instead working within historical interpretation. The artifacts are
all the same, but what they mean is in
the eye of the beholder; a fossil bone is
no different than a shoe from a Civil War
soldier. Answering the questions of our
origins is subjective and, alas, not provable. Fossils and other artifacts are items
of historical (not scientific) significance.
So where does this leave us? Well, first of
all it leaves us with a level playing field.
Only when we accept that theories of ori-

guest opinions and letters to the editor may
be sent via e-mail to letters@arbiteronline.
com. The Arbiter cannot verify the accuracy of statements made in letters to the
editor; they reflect the opinion of the writers. Opinions expressed by guest and staff
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fortunately It is not.
You see, the question of where we came
from cannot be analyzed and answered
through repeatable observation. There
is simply no way to go back and review
the event(s) or to repeat them in the here
and now. No matter how much we wish it
were so, no amount of sophistry or wishfulthlnking can change these facts. Thus,
any conception or theory on origins cannot be tested and by definition are not
verifiable through the scientific method.
An example of this confusion is the bumper sticker, "Evolution is just a theory,
'[ust like gravity," The words are implying
that both are equally verifiable scientific
facts oflife. But are they? Gravity can be
repeatedly demonstrated at will and tested under controlled conditions. Can the
same be said of evolution or any theory of
our origin? Unfortunately, it cannot.

Guest opinions of no more than 500 words
may be submitted for publication on any
topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed
300 words and must include the writer's full
name, city, state and major (if applicable).
All submissions are subject to editing. Both
.
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The way we see it is based on the majority opinions of The
Arbiter editorial board. Members of the board are Drew Mayes,
editor-in-chief; Troy Sawyer, business manager; Heather
English, production manager; Dustin Lapray, managing editor;Barry Franklin, opinion editor; Harsh Mantri, online editor
and Sheree Whiteley, lead copy editor.
.
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hand, if the history books focus on how
is the lack of oil-profit investigations,
we bungled our way out, Bush's presiHalliburton inquiries, and other legal
dency will read to history like a Timor
matters such as voter fraud, all of which
could look embarrassing to an alreadyDr a Lame-Napoleon hybrid, such that
mortified administration.
he could conquer whatever he truly put
his mind to. In W's case, this seems to
In short, the new attorneys will only
be a crapshoot every time. In the last six serve the president at his pleasure and
years, we've seen more and more power
it seems Gonzales wrote the how-to
funneled into the gaping maw of the Oval . manual. After all, he fired those other
Office, which is now so opaque that only
attorneys because they didn't know
insiders know what's going on there, and
how to pleasure the president properly.
in lieu ofthese firings it seems thatin;idFor anyone wondering how, oral praise
ers are set to rule the roost.
is the way.
I believe that this is a reactionary maEven if you think he's the worst presineuver on the part of the GOP; they lost
dent in U.S. history, tell him otherwise (if
the mid-term election by a narrow maryou know what's good for you). The new
"back nine," or replacement attorneys,
gin, and need to tighten the ranks they
have left. By getting rid of party disloywill be sure to keep the proper parties
alty, the Republicans took partisanout of and in trouble, respective to party
ship to a new level, where simply being . affiliation, and they'll be sure to tell the
cameras, "I serve at the pleasure - what's
a Republican isn't good enough. What
comprises the new criteria is anyone's
that teleprompter say? The pleasure of
guess, but what won't be surprising
our president."

Steve Ahlborn, Frederick
Areljart,C1audlo Beagarle,
Amy Bowman, M&tthew
Boyle, Tate Castlelon, Dale
EiSinger, Cassie lJultlerrez,
Michael McLaskey. Chad
MendanhaIl, MlchaIle
Milliken, Shannon Morgan,
Mal La Rue, DardeNutt,
Alexander Phoinlx, Ryan
Rasmussen, Jamas Rodrtguez,
Brlanna Russel, Joslyn
Salow, Lucinda Sutherland,
Charlotte Taylor, Douglass
Taylor, Nathan Thomas, SonIa
TrevIzo and Charity Varner

columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
in the academic community and often will
be controversial, but they do not represent
the institutional opinion of The Arbiter or
any organization the author may be affiliated with unless it is labeled as such.
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gins are based upon historical interpretation of the same data can we debate on
merit. If evolutionists expect creationists
to be open to questions about their literal
interpretation of the Bible, they should
be equally open to questions about the
many inconsistencies
in radiometric
dating results, the fossil record, the geologic column and genetic assumptions
There should be no yelling, name calling, blackballing, interrupting or disinformation allowed; please leave these
at the monkey bars on the playground
(pardon the pun).
There should be only respectful debate on the merits of the arguments that
are presented. No theory should be
accepted on blind faith and no theory should dominate through political
correctness. I, for. one would like to see
such debate on campus.
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�~rie~~'ii~eWittifriend&t~g()CO~':' ......•...
tovniand fullyrec:oup. But ltaoe&n'tJia~;
to cost a fortune. ".>,,:,...
'UCe incollege'ls,'ftrladvennii~
full of " Forexample,fromJuneuntIiSeptember'
cxpJoratloil,.hl!fd",WJrk and, c;razygo04anevenLealled
AJiveMter Five occurs
'"
tlme~;butcan bequlteexpensive;makdowntown every Wednesday from 5-8 .';
ingthe¢ollege pOpulation a group ofpoorp.m.iri
the Gr(we Plaza.
.
" . ' •.:
pe?p1e.Expepses bt;imbafd udrom every
. It'sfreeatid appeals to people of all ~ges
,angle With thehlgh tostoftuitio,n, books, with its arrayoflive muslc,beverages and
" rent"Jood, car payments and Innumervendor booths.
.. '. "
,
abletitn0uiltij of hills>
,'...' " ""'" _Late
nights downtown are popular
,,',Fotthoseof UStiot lucky enough to still , ' activity with friends. To save mon~y, It:s
.' reside With mom and dad in the world of smart to, have a few drinks at .afnend s.'
. home-cooked meals and no rent; the ne-. house just before you gO downtown,~l> cessitillslnlife arebarely.attalnable, let .. ,lowing you to buy fewer of thesuperex", •• ,
alone th,e extravagant want-driven com- pensive drinks offered at bars. You also
modlnes, ,
'
avoid the" crowds stiffocating· the bar'
Does it have to be this way? The an- area.
swer is a big "no." With a little creativity,
Exercise Is a big money, saver, Stop us- ,
simplicity and compromise we can all be ing your car so much. You can do this in
living the good life. Sound too good to be many easy ways. First of all, if you need t()
true? Here are some tips on working with run to the store that sits a couple blocks
yOur budget to go from living meagerly to from',your house just, walk, or ride, your
" living large, , " .
blke.lfyoudon'thaveablke,investinone
,Dating Is a major aspect of the college immediately. Consolidate, errands comexperience; but it doesn't have to cause pletedvla car into one trip to save money
bankruptcy. All It takes is a little extra ef- on gas, as well as time. !fyou leave the car
fort and.a pinch of creativity. To plan an at home as often as you can, you'll enjoy
enjoyable and inexpensive date, you have the benefits cifbelng outdoors in the fresh
tothlnk beyond the standard dinner and air whlle getting a dose of dally exercise
a movie.
and helping out the environment.
'
For example, a picnic in the park is virThe main piece of sure-fire advteeto
tually costless and Ifyou round up a meal maintain a fun lifestyle within a' strict
straight from your cupboards, it's free. 'budgetls
to keep things simple. MallY
You'll get to enjoy the fresh air and seen- times the simple things are so small and
ery of the local parks In the warm spring
seemingly Insignificant that we ten~ to
weather while also enjoying good com- overlook them. Isn't It always said that
pany and a nice meat
the simple things in life are the sweetest?
Guys, if you surprise a girl with a pic- . Welflt's true.
nlc you'll earn' major brownie points for
Look at things in terms cifwhat It costs
creativity and thoughtfulness In addition you over a long-period of time. For exto saving a bundle of money. Everybody ample, if you purchase a.sodafromthe
wins.
vending machine before your class everyIf you happen to be athletic, there are . day, over the course of a year you would
Infinite optloris - such as a game of ten- ,be spending around $365. Moneywhlch
nls, frisbee golf or a scenic bike ride. This could have been.l,lsed to buy something
way you and your date can save money,
moreworthwIille atthe end of the year.
work up a nice sweat, get toned and have
You can also keep things simple by be.
a blast - all for free. Does it get anY'belter, Iing resourceful. BorrO\'1:'bOoksfrom, the
, than that? '. .'. n
(",t/':: 'lid, I"
library instead of buying them; Waitadl1y
Let's not forget the 'relaxing night In 'before purchasing scimethi~ you aren't
with, Bmovie, popcorn and cuddling.
sure about - elIminate impulse buys.
Watching a movie already purchased
The truth IslIvingJarge doesn't have
makes for an even cheaper date.
to come from a large paycheck. All you
Or If you prefer to go out, the $1 theatre
needto do Is keep things simple, immerse
Is always available.
'"
""
yourself In the free or cheap events Boise
We all enjoy going out and, haVing a has to offer, get outdoors and exercise and
good time to relIeve ourselves from the
tap into your creativity to entertain yournever-ending world of studying and work. self and your friends.
o'

Overexposure
BY SHEREE WHITELEY
Culture

Columnist

"

VARNER'

cLi,ttire'Writer ".'

", '

a

Ahhhhh. Fresh, non-frigid air.
There are few things better than
the beginning of spring.
That time of the year when it
seems like the Earth is trading In
its snow boots for open-toed sandals.
Knowing that flip-flops and f, ",
shorts are just around the bend, f" '.
makes the post-Spring Break return to lectures, labs and exams
bearable.
Few things feel better than stepping outside in a pair or shorts for
the first time of the year, but one
thing has always bothered me
about warm-weather wear.
I firmly believe that skimpier
clothing should corne with a big
warning label: beware or overexposure.
Short-shorts shouldn't be paired
with barely-there tanks. Guys, no
one wants to see your armpit hair
peaking out of cut-off l-shlrts.
Asimilar label should be posted
before venturing into the' social
world.
Past experiences have taught
me that it's important to retain a
significant amount of emotional
clothing as well (yes, I know that
sounds like something a cheesy
therapist would say, but hear me
out).
No one tells us to keep certain
things covered up, and this often
results in catastrophic incidences
of overexposure.
How are we supposed to know
what to hide and what to "put Ollt
there?" Via trial and error?
One thing to keep covered up:
references to exes. No new significant other wants to know where
you and your ex hung out, what
sweet (or, similarly, unspeakably
rude) things helshe did to you
or the reasons you two broke up.
And you might as well keep pastboudoir talk wrapped up like you
would be on a trip to Antarctica.
Then there's SSB: For non "Sex
and the City" addicts, SSBstands
for "secret single behavior."
BY MATTHEW BOYLE
The things you do when you're
Culture Writer
alone and wouldn't want anyone
(especially romantic interests) to
College life can be characterized
know about. It's your quirky, silly,
by
the desire to learn or the pursuit
too-weird-to-share side.
of higher education and a better
The things that you do, but
life.
.
aren't really sure why. It just feels
It
also
can
be and usually is congood.
sidered the first time in many stuMaybe it involves prancing
dents' lives to be liVing (In their
around your house in super-high
own, without their parents.
heels screaming your lungs out
The greater part of college stualongside Alanis Morrisselle
dents in most universities across
while SlUffingyour face with peathe country live in on-campus
nut-bUller sandwiches - whatever
housing, particularly dormitories.
your extreme alone time entails,
Boise State University has an apkeep it clothed.
proXimate 18,900students enrolled,
We can't ever be sure how peowhich makes it a decent-sized uniple will react to what we reveal.
versity.
Donning skirts and bare legs for
The unusual part about BSU is
the first time of the season could
that
an overwhelming estimated 90
either result in inquiries as to
percent or its students live off camwhether or not you're allergic to
pus, commuting to school by autothe sun or compliments on time
mobile.
spent in the gym and tanning bed.
The lifestyle of on-campus living
Similarly, we never know whether
can be a mystery to that bulk of the
sharing a dark secret or letting
someone see our bad side will

Dorm dwelling: a dare or a· drag?

~~~:.peoPlecloserorscarethem
This isn't to say that we all need
to wander the streets clothed
neck-to-ankle or be pretentious
toward others.
But in life it's important to'
choose carefully who sees all of
you (someone, should have told
this to Britney Spears before the
no-underwear Incident).
Wandering the streets while exposing too much skin makes people want to gawk or throw money
at you.
Revealing too much emotion at
work can make your coworkers
think you're a nut case. '
Be careful, about what you put
out there for the W'or1dtosee. Keep
.cottage-cheese thighs and wateringeyes where they belong.

student body that lives ofrcampus.
According to the Boise State
University
Housing
Website,
"University housing enriches the
learning experience by creating an
environment that fosters personal
growth, academic success, civility
and commitment to citizenship at
Boise State University."
In laymen's terms, this means
that the on-campus experience will
make students into better people
and also more active in their education.
To an extent, on campus housing
may do these things.
On the other hand, many people
live in on campus housing to meet
new people or to just be closer to
the campus.
Kraig Thomason, a I9-year-old
sophomore who resides in Chaffee
Hall (BSU's largest residence hall)
said the best part of liVing in the
dorms is, "being able to constantly
interact with p~?ple."

Internationally

Thomason said that university
housing could improve by "improving the facilities and also being more strict on noise after quiet
hours." Thomason also made a
point of the lack of privacy in the
dorms.
Tyler Jones, also a 19-year-old
sophomore residing in Chaffee
Hall, said his favorite part of dorm
life Is, "nothing - I really hate it. It's
noisy, I have an inability to concentrate."
Jones also proposed the idea of
making the rooms "bigger and nicer."
Lisa Barrett, a 19-year-old freshmen also residing in Chaffee Hall,
said "I like the dorms because I can
walk everywhere and because of
the meal plan."
The meal plan comes with dorm
living and usually includes meals
at the Table Rock Cafe along with
BroncoBucks (prepaid cash on a
student's ID card that can be used

virtually anywhere on campus and
for ordering delivery from Domino's
Pizza on Broadway Avenue).
Janet Cabrera, 19, also resides
in Chaffee Hall and said, " I find it
very convenient that I am on campus and able to just roll out of bed
to go to class then head back to the
dorms later for a shower."
Cabrera's opinion of dorm life
has its problems too, though.
"Dorm life is a lot of fun. I have

a lot of complaints, but none that I
feel could have been prevented,"
Cabrera said.
BSU offers beller and perhaps
more private options for students
over the age of 20 or at sophomore
status.
Although the vast majority ofBSU
students live off campus and commute to school, on-campus housing
is definitely something to look into
although it comes with problems.

renowned activist delivers on the Grove

~

--..=....--'--------

His Holiness
Sri Sri Ravi
Shankar spoke
to a crowd of
about 8,000
Sunday at the
Boise Centre.on
the Grove.

BY DUSTIN
Managing

LAPRAY
Editor

He made us breathe.
In and out. In and out and in
again.
It wasn't something we weren't
used to. We had breathed before.
But never like this. Never in my life
had I sa~in a room with that many
people and breathed with them,
collectively inhaling and exhaling,
sounding the hiss and moan that Is
respiration.
His Holiness Sri Sri Ravl Shankar
Is an activist. He founded The Art of
Living Foundation, a not-for-profit
organization which encourages
.world pel!ce, healthy living and sta-

ble, individual mental health. He in prison systems, helping crimiligion or belief system. It does not
is a diminutive man, with a great nals deal with stress, lowering the
conflict with any faith.'
black beard and scraggly hair. A number of prison fights wherever
It Is an all-inclusive Idea based
quiet man, with a voice like a child. he traveled and taught.
on peace. Peace. What an origiHe wore long white robes and spoke
"Inside every culprit is a victim
nal idea, that we human beings, so
from a sofa on the stage, also cov- crying for help,' Shankar said.
wrapped In our own bel.lefs, might
ered In robes and rose when he
In Kashmir (the long-foughtsomeday corne to rest, not under
felt the need to answer questions . over region between, India and
a flag or a doctrine, but under the
standing.
Pakistan), Shankar brought 1,500 common bond inside us all - the
The Art of Living Foundation . terrorists (manyTaliban tribesmen)
want for peace.
(which has a Boise office), under
back Into the main stream of public
Shankar said that the art of.living
his guidance, has touched millions
affairs, many becoming teachers of comes from the heart.
of people In 140 countries. He has' his art ofllvlng.
"Pure heart is not harboring hamentQred people from all,walks
Sowhatis It, thlsart ofllvlnglIt Is tred,' Shankar said. "Every heart
of life; from victims of Hurricane
not a religion. Is carries no dogma. ;s pure; It only needs a little washKatrina, the Asian Tsunami, victims
ing .. '
"Ihave kept it secular, thatmany
from September 11,2001,citizens of people can make use oflt,· Shankar
the war-torn Kosovo. Afghanistan
said; ~Thls is the properly of the
and many others. He has work!!d whole planet, no matter what re.See ShCinkar[page 5]
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Become a music guru
GER
It's a
there
doubt about it. As technologies advance, so do the means
to create and distribute information.
In the art world, this is reflected
in the huge amount of music released onto the Web every day.
People in garages, basements
and bedrooms are creating whole
albums with nothing more than
microphones and personal computers and uploading this music
onto the Internet with dreams of
online stardom.
Most of this music flops, but there
are always a few diamonds hidden
in the Internet rough. Even major
labels are taking steps to downscale
CD production in favor of online
sales, seeing the Web as the next
step in aural consumerism.
Hundreds of new artists upload
their tunes daily to sites such as
MySpace and Purevolume. This is
paralleled by online music stores
like i'Iunes and Napster, both adding hundreds of syndicated songs
to their libraries daily.
With strained schedules, it's virtually impossible for any normal
university student to sift through all
of the garbage that appears on the
Web day to day. No matter how dedicated one is to hearing new music,
it can become a chore to preview
and judge song after song. So how is
it possible to hear of anything new
and exciting, without wasting precious study or beer-drinking time?
Fortunately for us, continued tech-

nological development has also
led to a boom in musical criticism
and sharing, realized in the form of
Web logs and forums. It is the job of
these Websites to rake through all
the muck, and - regardless of your
views on popular opinion - they can
be a huge push in your first steps toward musical guru-ism.

witli the little guys, allowing lesserknown indle artists to distribute
mp3s through its posts. Stereogum
works reflexively with its readers,
responding to comments and criticism to alter its content and form,
making a point of displaying more
or less according to what people
want. The comment and forum
pages of Stereo gum are frequently
littered with links to rare bootlegs
and leaked albums, so keep your
eyes open as you work your way
through the blog's pages.

Pitchfork
http://
www.pltchforkmedla.com
Less of a blog and more of an online magazine, Pitchfork Media
has become a highly regarded and
influential site. Pitchfork acts on
music today as "Rolling Stone" did
in the '70s - in an edgy, fervent and
unforgiving manner, Pitchfork is
considered by many to be the cutting edge in sonic critique. Daily
updates will keep you informed on
various aspects of the music world.
Pitchfork packs its pages with an
expansive variety of record reviews,
tour schedules and gossipy tidbits
regarding everyone from Erlend
Oye to Justin Timberlake (who, apparently, is still sexy}, Be. wary, as
Pitchfork is funded by advertising
and sponsors and one has to think
that the sort of reporting done on
the site is influenced at least a little
by the people paying for it.

WFMU's Beware of the
Blog- http://blog.wfmu.org/freeform/
Some time ago, a rare, un-produced acetate cut of The Velvet
Underground's
first album surfaced at a flea market in New York.
The lucky buyer placed the record
on eHay, where bids skyrocketed to
over $130,000.
Meanwhile,. those of us without
money were left wondering what
The Velvet Underground sounded
like as Warhol Intended. It was a
fantasy at best. And then Beware
of the B10gcame along with a complete mp3 collection of the record
in full digital glory, somehow procuring the rights to post it.
Beware of the Blog doesn't provide much in the way of record
reviews or musical gossip, but often has succulent morsels of musical obscurity \Ike the Velvet
Underground piece.
.
Updated regularly with strange
rips from old records, the Website
keeps one grounded in' a musical
historicism that is at a considerable

Stereogum - http://www.stereogum.com
Stereogum provides a nice counterpoint to obviously-softened cynicism of the corporately-sponsored
pages. Often taking a contraryopinion to Pitchfork's, Stereogum has
nothing to promote, at least in the
way of commercial appeasement.
The site frequently makes friends
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distance from the new waves most
blogs deal with.

Lambgoat - http://lambgoat.
com
To really round out your online
music experience, Lambgoat gets
down and dirty with the latest
news and reviews from the worlds
of hardcore punk and heavy metal.
Unique about Lambgoat is the fact
that many of the bands discussed
on the site post with their own feedback to the readers and writers.
This provides an interesting, often
humorous forum for disingenuous
thoughts, a lot of Immature namecalling and artistic revelations
unavailable in other formats. The
site is like a badly-booked concert,
where metal-heads and punkers
collide in a head-to-head clash of
aesthetics.
But Lambgoat does a great job of
keeping up with the underground
heavy music scene and is worth a
look.

Shankar
[from page 4]
The tecliniques are honestly a little vague for me (I will not pretend
to understand it all after a 2-hour
presentation). He led the congregation, many of whom belong to local
churches, in a breathing and meditationexercisefor20minutes,
which
to me and my closed eyes felt like 20
years or 20 seconds. According to
Shankar, breathing is the third type
of energy. The first is foodr second
is sleep and fourth is meditation.
Breathing is the only one we do all
the time. He said when we breathe
in, it gives our body energy, when
we breathe out it brings relaxation.
His teachings include 112 breathing techniques.
Before the exercise, the bulk of
the presentation came in the form
of a question-and-answer
session.
Hundreds of audience members
submitted questions and he answered them quaintly and with
modest touches of humor, which
rippled throughout the crowd.
When asked how we can avoid

second and minute and to breathe
being selfish while still having personal aspirations, he replied, "Yes, those breaths and let them go.
Shankar spoke about human valbe selfish, want the best for yourself, and by 'yourself', include ev- ues. He sang and let the audience
sing along. He was given a paver (a
eryone else."
brick) from the Anne Frank Human
When asked by a 10-year-old
Rights Council to be placed among
child, "Why is there war?" Shankar
the Memorial where, Eighth Street
bowed his head and stated that war
and the Greenbelt meet.
stands for "Worst Act of Reason."
The Art of Living Foundation will
"War becomes inevitable when
hold its course, which teaches the
reason fails," Shankar said.
methods referred to above, April
As for his heroes, "I see a hero in
13-18. The cost is $200 per student.
every child. I am just a child who reFor more information,
call the
fused to grow up."
foundation at (208) 353-3297 or eHe said that children don't carmail boise@us.artofliving.org.
ry stress like adults. When a baby
As for Shankar, he Is off to' New
cries, he said, it cries 100 percent.
York City and the world, teaching
Its whole being is wrapped up in the
and visiting cities like Boise and
present. Adults have the uncanny
people like Boiseans, people of nis
knack to lapse into memories and
world dynamic, which has no borlament the past, plan for the future.
"Everything that has happened , ders and has no hatred. He 'said he
came to Boise because he had never
up to now is gone? Isn't it?" he
been here before and that he felt
asked.
,
comfortable here, because this is
Part of his teaching is to live in
his planet and he is never a stranger
the now, to drop the things which
here.
weigh us down and live for the
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N-STDPl ACTI
HOOK UP WITH (HERPES]
• Recurring outbreaks of genital sores ....forever.

BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
Assistant

Culture

Editor

Are We Done Yet?
In this sequel to "Are We There
Yet?"newlywedsNickandSuzanne,
played by Ice.Cube and Nia Long,
decide to move their family out of
the city and into the suburbs.
They hire a kooky contractor to
renovate their new house which
causes the move to go less than
smoothly.
But the contractor pushes Nick
over the edge when he starts to
bond with Suzanne and the kids.

The Reaping

Robert Rodriguez combine
two movies in one.
The firstfilm, "Death Proof"
follows a washed-up
stuntman (Kurt Russell) who stalks a
group of women.
Tarantino
directs
this part.
Rodriguez handles the second film,
"Planet rerror," about a zombie
couple who embark on a brutal killingspree.
Fake
commercials
connect
"Death Proof" and "Planet Terror."

Former missionary
Katherine
Morrissey (Hilary -Swank) disregards her faith following the deaths
of her family members and becomes an investigator for religious
"miracles."
She arrives in a small town cursed
by mysterious plagues and sets out
to prove that science, notthe supernatural, is behind them. However,
the further she goes in the case, the
more Morrissey realizes that somethingelse is at work in the town.

The Hoax

Richard Gere, Alfred Molina and
Marcia Gay Harden star in "The
Hoax: the true story of a lie,"
Set in the 1970s, the film follows Clifford Irving (Gere) and his
business partner Richard Suskind
(Molina) as they sell their fak~ blography ....of .•bllllenalre" Howard
Grindhouse
..•' '•..•...•..•...
'.' ',' .
"Grindhouse" serves as an at- . Hughes..
. The_~edla. ~vtlnt1.laIlYexposes
tempt to pay homage.to 191,Oshor£Ormeks.
~ll~}~~th
lin
. Dlrect\)rsQuentin1'll.rantino
and
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On the indie scene

Th,'e Italian

• A lifetime of ointments and visits to the doctor.
• Absolutely no cure!

Whatever you are looking for in a date, it
isn't a Sexually Transmitted Infection (STI).
If ybu are sexually active, talk to your
partner about STI's, use a condom and
get tested. Abstinence is the only sure
way to prevent STl's.
The Health & Well ness Center is your
one-stop shop for STI screenings.
Call 426·1459 today.

"The Italian" tells the story of a
RussiaIl0rphan (KolyaSplridonov)
soon to be adopted by an italian
couple. Ho~ver, he wants to find
his birth. pare~ts and 'e~pesthe
·th0rpem~ana
•.. Ke<pi s~arch:&,lsaia for
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Idaho .deflates Skyforce

.for 30th win. of the season

.

:,ISIDE
~, LINE]

wasn't kidding when he said defensive rebounds made all the difference against a very good Skyforce
squad (28-18).
Sioux Falls big man Amir johnson
scored 19 points Tuesday night but
managed
only six rebounds.
For
many players those numbers may
seem like average statistics,
but
for Johnson, it's not good enough.
The 6'9" forward from the Detroit
Pistons snatched 35 offensive rebounds over a five-game span this
season,
including
one. game in
which he pulled down 11. On this
night Johnson was held to just one
offensive rebound.
"That was huge for us," Gates
said. "Give most of the credit to
Lance [Allred] because he did a fantastic job keeping him contained

II'.

Three BSU gymnasts
selected to Regional
Championships
Although Boise State University
will not be competing as a team
lit the
NCAA West
Regional
Championships
for the first time
in 20 years, senior Kristin Aldrich
and freshmen Yvette Leizorek and
DeAvera Todd were selected to
csmpete as individuals on Monday.
The West Regional, hosted by
the University of California, will be
held April 14 atthe Haas Pavilion in
Berkeley, Calif. Ticket information
for the event can be found at http://
calbears.cstv.com.
Leizorek, who earned
second
team
all-conference
honors
on
both bars and floor at last weekend's Western Athletic Conference
Championships,
will .be competing on bars at the regional meet.
Leizorek was also selected as an alternate competitor on floor.
Aldrich, who earned first team
all-conference honors on beam and
second team all-conference honors
on vault this past weekend at the
WAC Championships,
was selected
to compete on beam.
Rounding out the Bronco trio selected to compete at the regional
tournament,
Todd was selected as
an all-arounder.
In her debut season, Todd was the Broncos' only allaround competitor this year.
In each region, only the topranked gymnast for each event who
, is not on an advancing team is selected to compete as an individual.
In the all-around, the top five individuals not on an advancing team
are selected to compete at the regional meet. '
Each of Boise State's individual
competitors will be looking to ad:
vance the NCAA Championships.
The26thAnnuaiNationaiCollegiate
Gymnastics Championships,
hosted by the University of Utah, will
be held April 26-28 at the Jon M.
Huntsman Center in Salt Lake City,
Utah.

and limiting what he could doout

Karl undergoes surgery
Monday, April 2, former Boise
State basketball player Coby Karl
underwent surgery to remove can,cerous lymph nodes.
The surgery was the second such
,removal after Karl also had his thy'roid removed last year after he was
;di<lgnosed with papillary carcino'rna.
, There has been no official word
,on Karl's condition, but the "Idaho
Statesman" reported Karl's status
was fair immediately following surgery Monday night. Coby's father
George Karl was in Boise for the op.eration, missing time as head coach
:ofthe Denver Nuggets.
"My family and I would like to
thank everyone for their support
and prayers," George Karl said. "We
appreciate it a great deal. It was a
long day, but the doctors are optimistic that they've gotten everything out and are hopeful that Coby
will be fully recovered in a couple of
weeks."
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Eddie Robinson helped the Idaho Stampede get back to its winning
ways with a 105-97 win against the 'Sioux Falls Skyforce Tuesday.
BY TATE CASTLETON
Sports Wri~er

If the Idaho Stampede hopes
to finish the regular season with
the D-League's best record it will
have to keep doing what it did on
Tuesday night. The Stampede (3016), who wore Utah Jazz uniforms
as part of Utah Jazz affiliate night,
snapped a two-game losing streak
at Quest Arena beating the Sioux
Falls Skyforce 105-97.

Men's golf finishes fifth at
Belmont
The Boise State University men's
golfteam shot a 279 (-5) in the final
'round of the BelmontIntercollegiate
at the Old Natchez Country Club
to finish in fifth place with an 844
(eight under par).
". The Broncos rebounded strongly
With its five-under
performance
ilJesdayto cap offthe s-team event.
The team slipped into a tie for fifth
place after firing a 289 (+5) in round
nYo after the team had been in sec!md place with a 276 (-8) through
l~nd
one. This is the best finish in
~lation to par for Boise State since
~ishing
16-under
(836) at the
:Dlstrict VII Shootout.
f&1'roy Merritt led the Broncos with
8-under 205 to finish in fifth
p!aceas
he- collected his, second
.!ltraight top five finish and third in
~jll last five events. Merritt began
;~e tournamentby tying the course
and tournament
single round re0'

•

Robinson
scored 17 points and
DeSean Hadley added 13 points.
"These guys all played really
well tonight and should be happy
about it," Head Coach Bryan Gates
said. "What Iwas really happy with
though is how we controlled Sioux
Falls on the defensive glass. That
was the difference maker tonight."
Idaho produced
points on offense with ease Tuesday night, averaging more than 100 points per
game this season. But Coach Gates

Legendary coach Eddie Robinson dies at age 88
BY KYE JOHNSON
Assistant

an

cordof63(-8).',
, ,,',
" '
Boise,StatewiUnext
participate
'lhtheBY'lJ'
(;otls,ar IhVi~tlonal
April 20·21 til Salt Lake City, Utah.' .

The Stampede was led by guard
Ronell Taylor, who scored 26 points
and grabbed seven rebounds.
"I felt pretty good out there tonight and it just seemed like all my
shots were falling at the right time,"
Taylor said. "We got out there as a
(earn tonight and played well on
both ends of the floor:
Four others scored in double
figures for Idaho, including Lance
Allred who scored 18 points and
pulled down 1~ rebounds.
Eddie

there tonight against us."
As a team, Sioux Falls collected
just 13 rebounds and shot 43 percent from the field.
The Stampede allowed a league, best 96.3 points per game by their
opponents this season and that, according to Gates, is no coincidence.
"This is what we focus on," Gates
said. "We know our offense will
come, but it's defense that wins
games."
The Stampede led by as many as
13 points but the team shot just 41
percent from the field, which left
the door wide open for the Skyforce.
Tuesday night's game featured six
ties and five lead changes in the
second half. Sioux Falls was able
to reclaim the lead with just under nine minutes remaining in the
fourth quarter.but two late technical fouls and an ejection for Sioux
Falls Head Coach' Mo McHone
doused any chances of stopping the
Stampede late in the quarter.
"We didn't let the officiating bother us or affect our emotions," Taylor
said. "Our opponents tonight were
getting caught up in it and it affected their focus, no question."
The Stampede
did surrender
nearly 50 points in the paint when
they normally give up just under 25
points. Idaho did make good on 14
second-chance
points and dumped
in 46 points in the paint of its own.
"We made some plays tonight
and got big play from our bench and
we really needed that," Gates said.
"We were able to put up 91 shots as
a team and even though we only
shot 42 percent from the field, when
you're getting that many opportunities it's hard to lose."
With the win Idaho captured its
30th win of the season and extended its lead to just one game more
than the Dakota Wizards, who lead
the Eastern Division. The Stampede
has clinched a home playoff game
during the 2007 D-League playoffs.
"We just need to keep putting the
ball in the basket and play good
defense," Gates said. "When we do
that we don't lose. It's simple, but
we know what we have to do heading into the playoffs."
On April 3 the Stampede acquired
former
University
of Maryland
point guard John Gilchrist.
The 6'3" 201 pound guard went
un-drafted
in the 2005 NBA Draft
but did average 13.9 points, 5.1 rebounds and 5.5 assists in 28 games
for the Terrapins.
His first action in a Stampede
uniform will be Friday, April 6,
when Idaho takes on "Colorado in
Broomfield, Colo.
The Stampede
then
returns
home on Saturday, April 7, to face
off again with the 14ers at 7 p.m. in
Quest Arena.
.
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Sports Editor

Former
Grambling
State
University football coach and legendary developer
of the college
game Eddie Robinson passed away
late Monday night.
Robinson was a long time coach
at Grambling, which currently has
a division-lAA football program.
In Robinson's 56-year career he
won 408 football games, sent over
200' of his players to the National
Football League and recorded only
eight losing seasons.
Robinson's health had been rapidly declining over the past decade
and hewas forced to retire from his
Job after the 1997 season, when his
team only Won three games. The
governor of Louisiana evenlobbie.d
for Roblnson.to,8et another ~hot ill".
ter/97so he COll1dgo outa\Vbit1e.r.
But the:tmee·WiJl
season'-and

de-'

teriorating health could no longer
allow him to coach. His hardfought
battle
with Alzheimer's
finally
came to an end at flge 88, 10 years
later.
Robinson will always be remembered for staying at Grambling for
his whole career. Even as his teams
were propelling themselves to national prominence
Robinson
always stayed true and never left for
a better offer.
When Robinson first took the job
at Grambling State the school was
still known as the Louisiana Negro
Normal and Industrial
Institute,
which goes to show how long
Robinson .stayed: and how far he
took the program.
OffiobiJison'shestcollegiateplayers, Super Bowl MVP Quarterback
Doug Williams of the Washington'
Iledskin.s. tops,the.llst1()fthe.
,',pIu~pIayer8th~t
WIlnti1() ,the~FL.-,
after pIa}ring'(Of1ltoblhsOD(Sl!ven)'

of those players were first-round
picks. Robinson's
teams won 17
Southwestern
Athletic Conference
Championships
and nine black college championships.

~o-. "

Robinson's career record taIlied
408 wins, 165 losses and 15 ties at
the end of his career. He will be remembered as one of the greatest to
have ever coached, at any level.
PHOTO COURTESY TOM PENNINGTON/MeT

BY KYE JOHNSON
Assistant

Sports Editor

Major league baseball hit opening-day in full stride Monday afternoon and we saw a lot of the
sarne-nldvsarne-old,
The Yankees
wore down a weaker, less-talented opponent. The Twins won with
Iohan Santana on the mound and
Houston's bullpen choked again.
But at the same time we saw a handfull of not- so-familiar feats.
Mariners'
young
ace
Felix'
Hernandez pitched eight scoreless
innings and struck-out
12 batters
in a dominating
4-0 win against
Oakland. Curt Schilling got lit up by
a young, inexperienced,
low-paid
Kansas City Royals team. Sammy
Sosa went 0-for-3 with a strikeout in
his debut as a Ranger.
Ok, maybe the Sosa thing wasn't
so unexpected
after all. The point
is, every time April rolls around and
Major League Baseball kicks off its
ridiculously-long
season there is always something new in store. Not
only for fans, but for players too,
and for some players, 2007 might be
the perfect chance to get their career back on track.
Here are a few guys who at one
point in their careers were all-stars
. or big-name guys but have struggled over the past few years due to
injuries (or whatever else).
Mike Sweeney - K.C. Royals
Sweeney is a lifetime .302 hitter
and a five-time all star between 2000
and 2005 (including the 2002 season
where he hit .333, drove in over 140
runs and swatted 29 home-runs).
• But Sweeney hasn't played more
than 122 games in a season since
2002. Last season he dealt with a
lingering back problem, which limited him to only 60 games and 217
at-bats. But at age 33 he is still the
face of the franchise and he is ready
to make a comeback. Sweeney also
went 2-for-4 in the Royals' season
opener against Boston. With a little
more help around him now, look for
Sweeney to produce the numbers
he has in the past - especially if he
keeps his back healthy.
Tim Hudson - Atlanta Braves
Remember
when Oakland had
a domination
trio of young pitchers in Barry Zito, Mark Mulder and
Tim Hudson?
Remember
when
Hudson won 15 or more games in
four straight seasons from 2000 to
2003? I bet he does and I bet he'd
like to get back to that level. Hudson
enters his third year as a Brave and
would gladly like to forget his first
two. Since his move to the National
League Hudson's earned run average has sky rocketed. The man who
was once sniffing marks around the
3.0 ERA area finished up his 2006
campaign with an ERA of 4.86. He
was an all-star in 2000 and 2004
and has been close to winning the
Cy Young award at least twice in
his young career. Bank on Hudson
winning
15 games minimum
for
the Braves this season and jump
starting his career back in the right
direction. Because at the age of 31
Hudson still has 119 career wins
and even with his past two seasons
his career ERA is 3.53.
Ke!1 Griffey Ir, - Cincinnati Reds
The face of major league baseball during the 1990s has been injury-plagued
more than any other
superstar player in the league over
the past five seasons or so. But his
production
when he's been play-

ing is stilI up. Griffey hit .252 in 109
games last season, which was cut
short by another injury. And since
Griffey has been injured significantly in five of his seven seasons
in Cincinnati, the Reds finally took
the right approach this season: they
took the focus off of him, moved
him to right field and out of the spot
light.
Uhe stays healthy for a full sea-son look for him to become a Barry ,
Bonds-llkeplayar, meaningwhen he
gets a little older and hits for more
power. Griffey was the clean-up hitter in the Reds' opening day llne~up
,andweiit 2-for-4 front the dish with
"'8 plll.rofsin8Ies
and scored.a nin,
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Finding a quarterback: Part III
Tharp
emerges out
-of Zabransky's
shadow
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor

Senior Taylor Tharp is competing to become
the next Boise State starting QB after being
the backup to Jared Zabransky since 2005.
Tharp has played in 14 games as a backup.

Over the past two years Taylor
Tharp was (privileged or cursed)
the man closest to the journey of .
former Boise State starting quarterback Jared Zabransky.
Tharp was Zabransky's backup
and, on occasion, his replacement.
As a sophomore and a junior
Tharp playedthe ~oleofZabransky's
apprentice.
Now, however, he is fighting to
be the new leading man for the
Broncos,
With three other players running
in the race for the starting QB job,
Tharp is using spring football practice as a chance to put himself in
contention for the top job.
"Right now we're in a position
where there's four of us competing for a spot," Tharp said about
the importance of spring practice
and scrimmages. "It all matters.
Coaches count everything."
On March 23 Tharp got his first
chance to showcase his progress
to BSU fans in the Broncos' first
scrimmage of the spring.

Tharp had a less-than-ideal day,
however, completing 4 of 13 passes
for 42 yards.
"1 would say I was a little bit
-nervous," Tharp said. "Obviously
I didn't have the day I wanted to
have. But that's why there are three
scrimmages. It's a long spring ball.
It's not all about one day. I'll get better and we'll get better."
Tharp's positive attitude will be
important over the next five months
as the race for the starting spot begins to narrow.
Tharp brings the only real game
experience to the table, having seen
action in 14games over the past two
seasons.
Tharp played the entire second
half at University o~Georgia in 2005
and also helped lead a victorious
rally against University of Idaho
just a few weeks later.
"I've been through some different experiences and gotten the
chance to play in some different environments," Tharp said. "But right
now I've just got to be that guy that
comes out and is consistent, does
what they ask us to do and not try to
make every play."
.
Perhaps the biggest adjustment
Tharp will be making is going from
a position of not knowing when-the
next chance will come to being a
catalyst for the Bronl:~ offensive attack.
"Jared's junior year, my first year
as a real second string, I was told
every week be ready," Tharp said, "I
needed to prepare like I was a starter. Every game I really had no idea
whether I was going to be in the
next play. As a backup all it takes is

,.

"

Rightnowwe'rein apositionwhe~
there's four of us competing for a
spot. It all matters. Coaches count
everything.

one play:'
As Tharp competes alongside
junior Bush Hamdan, sophomore
Nick Lomax and freshman Michael
Coughlin, his focus is quickly shifting from preparing to back up
Zabransky to preparing to lead the
offense.
"It's one of the harder positions
to be in because you don't get to
play and you don't get the recognition, but yet you're still behind the
scenes grinding and working hard
trying to prepare for the starting
job," Tharp said about preparing
each week as a backup.
The 2007 starting job should provide an added element of pressure,
however, with the Broncos coming
off the best season in program history.
Tharp said the pressure to continue the success at BSU is something every player and coach has to
deal with, even if Zabransky's shadow is given the niost attention.
"That's pretty important because
it is such a high profile position,"
Tharp said. "So much ofthe success

Petersen mentors quarterbacks
BY JAKE
Sports

GARCIN
Editor

Boise State Head Football Coach
Chris Petersen is no stranger to a
quarterback competition. Petersen

"There's no one phase ofthe sealived the life of a college QB at the
son that's more important than anUniversity of California Davis and
spent time as the University of other," Petersen said. "It's kind of a
Pittsburgh quarterback's coach be- building block process. Spring ball
leads us into summer workouts.
fore becoming the offensive coordiThese last two weeks are important
nator at Boise State in 2000.
After molding two of the most because we get to be with them for
prolific quarterbacks in BSU his- two weeks and after that we can't be
tory (Ryan Dinwiddie and Jared with them."
All four competing quarterbacks
Zabransky) Petersen Is now working on selecting the next signal (Taylor Tharp, Bush Hamdan, Nick
Lomax and Michael Coughlin) will
caller for the Broncos.
The race is still wide open with .play in the annual Blue and Orange
four seemingly different players in Game April 13. After the Blue and
'-Orange Game the BSU coaching
.the·program,forPeters.ento'choose
staff will not be permitted to workfrom,
"The good news is we've got good out any of the players over the sumplayers," Petersen said about hav- mer months until the team meets
for fall camp in July.
ing four QBs in contention for the
"There's not a lot of words of
starting job. "The bad news is we do
wisdom being passed on here,"
have to narrow it down sooner than
Petersen said. "Those guys know
later."
what's expected. So we're just tryAlthough there is no definite
ing to let them play and compete."
deadline for picking a starting quarThe one sentiment of advice
terback, Petersen and Offensive
Coordinator Bryan Harsln will like- Petersen said he is offering to his
ly narrow the competition to two or young quarterbacks is to enjoy the
competition and not get caught up
three players by the end of spring
in the stress ofthe situation.
football.
"I think the one thing is, we
Although kickofffor the 2007 season is more than five months away, don't want them to put too much
the next three weeks of drills and pressure on themselves," Petersen
said. "Every practice Is like life and
practice might be the most crucial
in solidifying the top contenders for death. 'Is he ahead of me?' We don't
want them to look at that. We just
the job.
want them to make continuous improvement and we've got time:'

"
- Taylor Tharp,
Junior Quarterback
Boise State Football
of the team depends on the quarterback. Everyone - the coaches,
fans and teammates, are looking to
see how that position is doing because it is so important to our success. It's part ofthe job and it's extra
pressure, but you don't think about
it. You just know that that's what
you're dealing with:'
.
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Pays to Care
When yOIl6';\,( plasma you're
literally giving someone another
chance at life.
Thousands will benefit from
your blood-plasma donations.

Up to $200 compensation
for your first month.
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MIND·BODY·SPIRIT

CONFERENCE

MAy 4,2007
8:00am~3:30pm

Boise State University .
Student Union Building
Featured Presenter:
Errninia "Mimi" Guarneri, MD, FACC

The Heart Speaks: Are You Listening:
Break out sessions
by local wellness experts!
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Dr. Guarneri is the founder and medical
""
director of the Scripps Center for Integrative'
Medicine and the Center's Healing Hearts ':VI
program. She is board certified in cardiology, -internal medicine, nuclear medicine and""
- holistic health, as well as author of
III

The Heart Speaks.
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Dr. Guarneri Pre-Conference Workshop:

Transforming Stress
May 3, 7:00pm~8:30pm

Pre-Conference and Conference Special: .in
- $60, if registered by April 13th
," I
_$35 for students
I'N

For more information and to register,
call (208).426-3861 or log onto http://cpd.boisestate:edu/courses/Celebrate_
Wellness.html
Payment due upon registration. Exhibit space and CEU's available.
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BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor
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Michael Eldred leads the life of a
fairly ordinary Boise State student.
The 21-year-old Fruitland native
has simple academic dreams like
any other collegian. He is a junior
in Engineering and commutes on a
daily basis from Fruitland to attend
classes at the BSUcampus.
Outsldetheclassroomfildredlsn't
just an average BSU student, however. He is national judo champion and one day hopes to use his
craft on the Olympic stage. March
25 Eldred won the Collegiate Judo
National Championship in Miami,
Fla. In January he took second in
the 73 kg weight class at the British
Open tournament in London.
"When I first started I started because my brothers were doing it,"
Eldred said about his start in the
world of judo. "It was more of just
recreational - local. In high school
I started competing nationally and
, internationally. That's what I'm doingnow."
During the summer months he
travels to Japan. Over the past few
years Eldred spent a month training each summer with some of
Japan's best judo masters. All the
preparation goes to helping him
maintain his current No.3 ranking
in the country.
"It's more ofa known sport there,"
Eldred said about the benefits of
training in Japan. "Everyone knows
about it. There's a lot more guys doing it."
If things go as planned Eldred
will compete in the 2008 Olympic
trials, which involves the top eight
senior competitors in the country
fighting for one Olympic spot.
"That's what is tough about it,"
Eldred said. "Youcan't be injured at
the time. You've got to have a good
day."
Senior competitors are typically
classified as anyone over the age of
19 years old with no maximum age
limit - although Eldred said most
men stop competing in their early
30s.
Aldred did say he hopes to make
, a run at garnering the one Olympic
qualifying spot in 2008 but feels
he could be' ready to compete for
an Olympic medal by 2012. All the
while he will also be trying to finish
his college degree.
"It's tough because I have to train
and drive and travel," Eldred said.
"Alot of it's missing class - usually
Mondays and Fridays because the
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I HAVE OVERCOME
PROCRASTINATION
I will work with you to teach you, on-site.
how to overcome this habit!
Stress, anxiety, guilt and cramming will
become things of the past within 2-3,
25-minute sessions; I work on-site with
you.
No charge for the initial interview. Ongoing help. Call- Jake, at 850-1845
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are on the weekends.

Michael Eldred (in white) won a judo national championship March 25.
If I go to Europe I have to leave
Thursday or Wednesday."
However, Eldred has been at
Boise State for three years and
said he hasn't had too many problems balancing his judo career and
school thus far.
"Most of [my professors] have
been okay with it as long as I tell
'them in advance," Eldred said.
Eldred's most recent success
at the Collegiate Championships
came in a one-day tournament

format on the campus of Florida
International University. Eldred
overpowered a field of 20 competitors to take home the collegiate
judo crown. He defeated Takeshi
Young of San Jose State in the final
round using a triangle choke.
"There's basically four ways to
win," Eldred said. "Youcan arm bar,
choke, pin orthrow a person. That's
all we do at that competition."
Along with going undefeated at
the tournament Eldred was also

honored with the Jeremy Glick
Sportsmanship award. Glick was a
collegiate judo national champion
in 1993 and was on United Airlines
flight 930n September 11,2001.
Eldred's next competition comes
at the Senior Nationals Tournament
on the Florida International campus, April 19-21. Eldred still leads
thelife of all ordinary BSU student
- except for when fighting to put
Boise State on the map as home of a
national judo champion.

BSU duals with
Idaho State
gural dual because ofthe respect he
has for its program.
"They're' a good team, I mean
In rare form the Boise State they're a very good team," Maynard
said. "They are one of the top teams
Track and Field team will square
off in a dual meet with Idaho State in their conference. And their coach
Dave Nielsen goes out of his way to
Saturday. Breakirig away from the
make sure his teams do well in this
traditional, multiple team track
type of format. Across the board,
meets, the Broncos will host the
Bengals in a throw back event in they don't have any holes and he
makes sure he's always making
Bronco Stadium.
"It kind of a little bit old school," sure he's got competitors in each
BSU Head Track Coach Mike event."
Maynard also mentioned how
Maynard said about the dual. "It's
his team is just starting to get to the
not very common now for collegiate
point where he feels his athletes
teams to have dual meets."
will start posting better times and
But this weekend's dual meet
scores.
with Idaho State is just the begin"I'd say this weekend is really the
ning of a bigger plan.
"One of the things that myself last weekend where you're going
and the coach from Idaho State to see our athletes training impact
them in a negative way a little bit," ,
are' trying to do is to kind of create
Maynard said. "Next week, we start
or foster an in-state rivalry type
our first week of beginning to tameet," Maynard said. "We would
per our training down a little bit to
like to maybe make this thing into
get ready for the meets in May and
sort oflike an Idaho collegiate state
challenge to where we invited all of June."
As for this weekend, from a team
the colleges and Universities in the
standpoint, Maynard is looking for
state of Idaho. To where somebody
could say, 'hey I'm the Idaho col- a couple key individuals to break
legiate champion in 100 meters: or out.
"There are people who are
whatever the event might be."
definitely ready to bust out big,"
At this point· Maynard underMaynard said. "One the men's side,
stands the competition is wishful
I think Marlon Douglas really has a
thinking. However, this weekend
is certainly a step in the right di- great upside and I think that Sean
Chaney-Waller in the 400 could
rection for eventually turning this
make a big step forward this weekmeet into something bigger.
end."
"It kind of has a lot of meaning
As for hitting being on pace to
I think because on our team and
Idaho State and'a couple of the oth- where he wanted his team to be at
er colleges there Is a lot oflocal kids this point in the season, Maynard
on them and I think we could get couldn't be happier. .
"In many cases we're ahead of '
some good spectatorship
that,"
Maynard said. "This year asldnd ' where we thought we'd be," he
of one of the siepsohhe process of said. "And we've got six qualifiers
moving towards that type of com- for· NCAA regionals already and
if things go well this weekend, we
, petition Is to have this dual meet
with Idaho State and then we'll in- may add forour five more." '
Saturday's dual ~II begin with
vite a few of the other colle'ges~'"
thewomen's hammer throw, which
Maynard sald he.is Ilappyto'have
,ISU travellngt() Boisefox;the inau~ is scheduled for 11a.m,

BY KYE JOHNSON
Assistant

Sports Editor
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SAY IT

WO'RK IT

SELL IT

WORK IT

Crossword
ACROSS

[

the paper. Must be motivated
to push the' ltmits of design,
and able to create Cul1lngedge work under' deadline.
Some positions are responsible for the overall layout and
design of the paper. Meaning. ful on the job experience and
portfolio builder. Entry level to
experenced needed. Apply at
jobs@arbiteronline.com

AUTO

ROOMMATE

roomate wanted to share my
home. By Hill and Gary. Private Bath, Fire pit, Covered
patio, Hot Tub. $500.00 per
month. Must like dogs. Sherry
412-0417

JOBS. COM

w,)~

LEATHER SOFA PLUS
LOVES EAT. Brand new In
crate with lifetime warranty.
List $2000. Sacrifice $699. t
888-1464.

BRAND NEW MICROFIBER COUCH & loveseat.

SIillt:rtMove

-

......".....
Own-ershi'
p.
tn HO'fnli'

Prrqcalffy todayet

lJrought

to

AsSl~1a/jll"

, 1-866-432-4066

CHERRY SLEIGH

J('~-/~lt~1l/I':

FULL SIZE ORTHOPE·
DlC MATIRESS Brand new

New Construction
First Time Horne Buyers
Relocation

in package, warranty Sacrifice
$99. Call 921-6643.

Investment Properties

BED-QUEEN
PILLOW
TOP mattress set. Brand new,

Jessica Hunt

still in plastic, warranty. Retail
$599. Must sell $119. Can deliver. 921-6643.

Real Estate
Professional

QUEj:N

TEMPURPEDIC

style vlsco memory foam mattress sel. Brand new in plastic.
Retail $1599. Must sell $399.
855-9688

www.jeuicahunt.com

C208.412,/677
F 208.433.4S87
jhunt@hollalldrealry.lnfo

ELECTRONICS
'DISCOUNT COMPUTERSTORE
RJM Computers ill Boise

RentingJust Got
Ll

....

I

stud.8r.ts

••

"

•••

,

~

Idaho's largest independent
PC Store, huge local stock
, 'oi hard-to-find parts and sup• plies, expert computer repairs,
:~~~~~a~~~~~i'se:~~68~;;~~

Hundreds of rentals
in the surrounding
areas!
Visit our website at:

2800. FREE Wireless Router
with any new Clearwire Wlreless Internet account. FREE
technical support, call 4722800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.

.

.

WORK.IT

or.cau:

PART-TIME
PROPERTY
, . , MANAGEMENT

GRAPHIC

•~

DESIGNERS

Responsible for designing creative ads for clients and The
Arbiter Newspaper. Atso works
with layouts and graphics for

www.frpmrenfals.com

SUMMER WORK

GUEST

RANCH

I

COOK

needed at small famlly-oriented ranch to prepare western and dutch oven meals
for 15 guests plus staff. Light
housekeeping
too. $10001
month starting salary. Sundays off. 208-538-7140 or
www.granitecreekranch.com

Checkout

htlp://career.boIIelItate.edU

BED

solid wood. New-in-box. Value
$799, sacrifice $195. Call 8881464.

hiUP~;~""'_l.~.~ ••

Send
a
self
addressed
stamped envelope to Scarab
Marketing 28 East Jackson
. 10lh floor, suite 938 Chicago,
IL 60604.

off-

,campus jobs
and Internships
for current and
graduaUng

KING SIZE PILLOWTOP
MATIRESS set brand new

CHERRY Bedroom set. Brand-new In box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call888-1464'
,.i

$8001WEEK
GUARAN·
TEED stuffing envelopes.

7-PIECE

you by

I1DI4SiH.~l,"dljtUln~

On- and

in bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199, Can Deliver. 921-6643.

, aaLj~!/©iJ
~af;'.r,i"''''-'"ffl1.
,<n0",,~ com
U.;,)L"'~~ij""''''.
IdRlw

Stain Reslstant.t lifetime warranty.t Still in boxes.t Retail
$1395. Must selll $499.t 8881464. '.

.center

.'3iJ.'_·.3!i!·f··.

SUMMER SALES: LATITUDE
is looking for reps to make '
$25,000 to $50,000+ selling
satellite systems door-to-door,
No exp needed, it's easy. Get
out cf the State this summer
and make $$$. Paid training,
free rent, tons of incentives,
great summer experience and
much more. Call Jed 801-4274966
.

PART TIME ON CAMPUS
JOB Are you organized and
detail oriented? We are looking for a coordinator who can
work in a fun but deadline
driven environment. Willing to
work around class schedule.
Inquire al jobs@arbiteronline.
com.

'BUSY
SCHEDULE?

TIres of working during the
school year? Take advantage
.of a unique opportunity working for only four months as a
technician. Make good moneyl
No saleing required, To find out
more call 801-380-0371 or email rsargent@nrthstaralarm.
com

We offer great
'hours to work
around school
or another job.

1

2
3

Evenings and
Weekends
20-40 hrs/wk

4

MISe.

Casual work
environment.
Paid training
and benefits.

3,

4

5

14

6 Caspian Sea
feeder
10 Scrambled
order
14 Surefooted
15 Au naturel
16 Wry face
17 Twangy
18 Rugged rock
19 Magnet end
20 Thousand dollar
hit?
22 Chicken
comment
23 Mrs. Fred Mertz
24 Fidelities
25 Captive GI
28 Owns
29 Sailor's hail
30 Put to shame
32 "My Cousin
Vinny" star
36 Recurrent
theme
37 Org. of Flames
38 Spanish Miles.
39 First residents
4; "Valley of the
Dolls" writer
42 Marsh bird
43 Cowpoke's
assent
44 Fetch
45 Element
48 Houston's state
50 Studio caution
51 Trinity part
55 "You Know
Me AI" writer
Lardner
56 Sound of
rippling water
. 57 One who points
58 Beehive State
59 Shells and such
60 Cockamamie
6'1 Grain beverage
62 Expel forcibly
63 Like computer
geeks

Small downtown Law firm
looking for a part-time office
assistant 1 runner. Must be
available to work afternoons.
Mon-Fri. 1:30 to 5:00 (or later
if needed). Must provide own
transportion and valid drivers
licence. Compersatlon $8.00
-$12.00 per hour depending
on experience. Please contact
Sherry Matson at 345-9974 to
schedule an interview

Paid Survey Takers Needed
In Boise. 100% FREE 10 Joinl
Click on Surveys.

HOME/
FURNITURE

SERVICES

Seeking selfstarting Individuals with desire
to succeed. $15001wk Inome
potential with 2-3 day work
weeki Call Greg @ 801-8846140.

BRONCOSNEED-

. RENT IT

..."

FINANCIAL
COMPANY

2

1 Kiner or Nader
17
20

30
36
39

50
55
58
61

415/07

© 2007 Tribune

Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

5 Filibustered

6 Dad's brothers
7 Bucolic
8 Eden resident
9 Trousers part
10 Hirers
11 Leave home
12 Arroyo
13 Tries to
discover
21 Roe source
22 Recurs
unexpectedly
24 Definite article
25 Dawber and
Tillis
26 Double-reed
instrument
27 Power measure
29 Popular ISP
31 Waits things out
32 Learning inst.
33 Males only
34 Bamboo stem
35 "
It a Pity"
37 Gun owners'
grp.
40 Make a blunder'

DOWN
Chimed
Gelatin
substitute
Da Vinci's Mona
Carpentry tool

Solutions
a

A

--.c--.--.--

3 N

48
49
51
52
53

The Velvet Fog
Buff
Camelback
Moreno or Epps
Transmit
54 Low-ish card
56 Pops

41 "Da Ya Think
I'm?"
43 Jaundiced
45 Open
discussion
46 Singer. Baker
47 Conduit

NEW SPRING
PROJ·
ECTSI Actors. Extras, Models, Promotions and Conventions. Earn $75-$800 dally. No
experience or school needed.
208-433-9511

S;9/hr
To start

Sudoku

NOW

658-4888

HIRING

MARKETING DIRECTOR
Responsible for all marketing activltes used to promote
special issues, sections and
events for The Arbiter Newspaper. This Is not an assistant position; you will be the
Marketing Director. Activities
Include crealing In-house ads
for all events, posters, banners
and other promotional items.
also includes coordinating and
ptannlnq special events. Must
be creative and self-motivated.
This is a great resume builder
as It Is hands-on learning with
many responsibilities. Apply at
jobs@arbiteronline.com

Marketing Director
Ad Coordinator

www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution to Saturday's puzzle

918
517
613
211
316
8 4
7 2
4 9
1 5

..

Graphic Designer
Managing Editor
Production Manager

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to'
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit

---

t----- -------

--

--

.

6

5

Apply at

----

--

.

----

~

8 2 9

jobs@arbiteronline.com

II [!]IIIm

LevG!:

1 8 9
6
9
3
7
5
4 3 8 -7 e-'5 --..
5
4
2 4
3 1 9
8
'7
2
-- -_.-- __ ._~ --

--

Sales Associate

By Michael Mepham

1
4
2
7
9
5
8
3
6

214 3
1 Ii6 9
715 8
3 9 5
8 1 4
61712
413 6
5 i 211
91817

-~.~--

1

_""'I

Sudoku on Mobile. Enler 78365B.com In your mobllo Web browser, Gel a free gamel Somo ca",""
© 200q, Michael Mepham. Distnbuted bY Tnbuno Media Servtces. All nghts reserved.
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I HAVE THE ABILITY
TO QUANTIFY THE
UNQUANTIFIABLE.

THAT IS WHY
THEY CALL ME
DOGBERT THE
QUANTIFIER.

[l
@

~

-ll

i
E

(

~

~
::>
~

1i
i3

~

I

WHO
CALLS
YOU
THAT?

EIGHT
PEOPLE.

I

1

~

~

Today's Birthday (04-05-07).
You are probably not well
known for your thrifty habits.
This year, it'll be easier to develop
some. You'll continually be
reminded thatit would be a
good idea. To get the advantage,
check the day's rating: 10 is
the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.

BY LINDA

6 715
2 318
4 9i1
816!4
_.---=---:.-5 2-17
9 1 13
1 519
I
7 816
3 412

oWv·

9118106

C. BLACK

Tribune Media Services
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 6 - It's hard to curtail
your enthusiasm. Don't get into
trouble by talking about
something that should be kept
quiet for a while longer.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - You're so cute and
so popular'now.you can talk just
aboutanybodyint~justaboutanything, Be good - you'~e got a lot of
power in that smile. !

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Leo (July 23-A,ug. 22)
' •.Today is a 6 - You're the one with
Today is a.5 ~You.pay be tempted
" the information everybody's
'tQ runaway and leave your
{seeking. All that homework was
troubles behind. Unfortunately,"
that's not possible. They'll finq,a_ ' ....hitle well spent You'll ace the test,
Aries (March 21-AprilI9L··
Today is a 7 - You've been'ricQ:
~!1y.~()_tllg.?Io~g.
""'.-"',
Aqu~r.lUS (Jan. 20~Feb. 18)
and you've been poor, and ~ich i!i
Today is,S 7 - They say time
;~Jl;()Ji~i.~~~epl22)
often morecQnifortable. It can;'
equals money but what about
~day Is 6 "lIide;91.'t and study,
also be quiteiemiforary, if you \
your tho~ghts? If they take up a
ev~n if friends w~nt you to corne
don't plan ahead. N0\oll'~a good
. lot ofyolH time, can you turn
over and pl.i,\)'.'Thepreparation
time to do that
' <\'fc~'''''
",c'_"';,
them intit'~ash? That's today's
•... , ...,:Y()~4R~OWWill help you succeed
test qu . The l1Ilswer is yes,
~,~"-~
;~:>'~;~~iiilbe
next competitiQn. And you
Taurus (AprU 20-May 20)
",,,ifyouc
oveit.,:
.
do love winning.,I
i
Today isa 7 - Get the

:=========lEi~=======:i~=:==:::::=~
J----.u...Bl--.-J-C.J....-...-.

DDG1?lER
T THE QUANTIFIER
I-_..:.....
~ g8
@

HOW CAN I QUANTIFYTHE BENEFITS OF MY
DEPARTMENT?

1l8~

:

g

TRY MAKING ABSURD
CLAIMS OF VALUE WHILE
HOPING THAT NO ONE
ASKS QUESTIONS.

~
~

1

f

E

)

~

::>

~

DOES
THAT
WORK?

\

I HOPE SO.
HERE'S MY
INVOICE.

:-;.

a

c-,"

I
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g
ART DEPART!"\ENT

I AM OOGBERT, THE
aUANTIFIER OF
UNQUANTIFIABLE
THINGS.

~

E

j

"~

information to youI' teammates,
so they canadV'ance.Uyou
prOVide support, they'll do most
of everything else, . .

8

1

IDEO-ARE
YOU TO BE
WORTH las.

Gemini {May 21.JlU1e 2J)I
Today is a 6- You're Wg!k1fg,
hard but It's less runwbe,t;"
you're not ll1aklngveiyJiluth.
money.
of
aspaying-i,,;,;
offkarmlcdebt,andtryto:"
"
be cheerful;;: .., , ,. .

§

)

Think this

'>r-t1Pi~",Lt.m eb.19.~20)
to .",~.xToday is an 8 -Actually,
d..
mouth
0ulwhatyou're
d~etdch.
23-Nov.21)

'.

m(mey;

YOjub'r~intenStoeIY
t. "." "i'
an . e 0 .lS5ure .g~}.",.C
uwmg~to~.~'~~{
,.

'lbke'Silremafhappens:i:{cr",

. 'depen~g~nyou;

1,1

you're
doing quite ~U.YOit may not
be certain~ut:wbich
path to
~:d~~a-~~~~~llY

.. !bisb good because others are

';

I
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" ". ..aserVicesmcl

.. D1~u~.!'y.~f8~tchy-~n.~,'l
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17!iJ&!i1IIH4
1115/1l51111-14
, __
14
215/1iS·14
18!l1llS11R-15
1I51&51III-15
ZII5IB5IIR·15
215/1!i111-15

,.,....,5

185/1ii111R-13
, __
,4
11516l11B-14
...
·14
,-,'5

.,...,&,5
21 ....

.... ,8
21'-'"
-'-"8

39.13
42.05
45.19
59.24

46:33
47.14
52.00
55.70
35.15
35.15
41.32
45.76
46.78
47.11

51.90
52.25
59.08
59.43
58.46

19i/55V1l-15
2lI5I55VIl-15
2D5J55VR-1 &
22SI55VR-1&
195J5OVR-15
2D5J5lIYR-15
1!15J5l1VB-16
211!i1511VR-16
Z25J5lMI-1 &
2II5f,ilIZB-17
25Mi1VJ1-17
2lI5I45VR-1&
2lJ5I45VR-17
215145VR-17
2ZliI45VR-17
235I45VIl-17
245145V11-17
..24&I45Z11-18

·.....

,8

60.45
63.41-

70.61
71.57
57.32
61.33
64.16
70,65
73.55
99.14
128.72
84.59
87.66
93.70
97.67
101.18
107.21
145.51
67.54

215f4OZR-18
2Il5I4OVR-17
215/4OVR-17
235I4OVR-17
245/4OVR·17
255/4OVR-17
215/4GZ11-18'
2!5I4OZR·18
235I4OZR-18
245/4OZR·18
215J35lJ1-18
225t35lJI-18
255I35Z1I-18
2fi5f45Dl-18
225IoI5ZIl-1.
23!i135D1-19XL
Z4II35ZR-1.
2W1SZ11-20

25liI35ZI-11J

79.55
76.55
9fJ.!lO
Hiil.1l3
97.79

114.64
Wi.41

na.aa

127.75
140.24
119.93
131.73
114.10
193.92
191.78
207.30
210.18
151.75
159.34

